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Cs.umb.edu

Department chair: Peter Fejer  
fejer@cs.umb.edu, S-3-184

Undergrad program director: Ming Ouyang  
Ming.ouyang@umb.edu, S-3-70

IT program director: Glenn Hoffman  
Ghoffman@cs.umb.edu, S-3-92A

Graduate program director: Dan Simovici  
Dsim@cs.umb.edu, S-3-173

Different lab spaces: https://www.cs.umb.edu/sp/about/facilities/
General Info

How do I address my instructors?

Generally, at the university level, use "Professor" and their last name. Technically, though…

Some teachers prefer to be addressed by their first names. It’s best to either ask or wait until they specify their preference before doing that though.
General Info cont’d

Email etiquette:

Use the **subject** line. What’s the email about?

**Greeting**: At least say hello!

**Body**: Clearly state the information or questions using full sentences.

**Closing**: Include your first and last name, class number, section number.
Active professors

Wei Ding: AI, data mining, machine learning
Kenneth Fletcher: cloud computing, 3-D printing
Gabriel Ghinita: Databases, InfoSec
Nurit Haspel: Bioinformatics
Xiaohui Liang: Security, Privacy
Elizabeth O’Neil: Databases
Marc Pomplun: Computer vision
Bo Sheng: Wireless networks
John Suzuki: Software engineering
Duc Tran: Networks
Craig Yu: Computer graphics

https://www.cs.umb.edu/people/faculty/
Active lecturers

Ron Cheung
Glenn Hoffman
Swami Iyer
Amanda Potasznik
Simon Tran
Programs

BA in Computer Science
BS in Computer Science
BS in Information Technology

https://www.cs.umb.edu/supp/academics/undergraduate_programs/

Undergraduate Programs

- Computer Science, BA
- Computer Science, BS
- Computer Science (Certificate)
- Information Technology
Who's my advisor?

Wiser
Who is in the main office?

Danielle Fontaine: Math department admin assistant
Gemma Galecia: CS program secretary